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that said, you can still enjoy multiple cars at once, and the graphics and sense of speed are still top-notch. i actually would have enjoyed it more if i could unlock more cars, because
i enjoy the chattering of the horns when i brake and attempt to turn, and racing along dirt roads. thankfully, you can pause and hot lap whichever cars youve unlocked and ranked
up, and unlock more with coins you collect from crashes. theyre more powerful than the cars youve unlocked thus far, but you can still hot lap them and unlock them as well. not to

mention, you can use some of the tricks you learned from hot laps, so you could come out of a wipe with a hypercar. on the flip side, navigating the twisting roads is still an eye-
opening experience, and drivers are hard to miss, even in the dark. going from flowing, easy roads to more steep and tight turns always reminded me of how much i love dirt road
racing. one thing asphalt does get right is the top-notch visuals and music, especially when youre racing at night. i always enjoyed setting out with my custom cars to just take a

scenic drive or to hide from the cops. using the game to re-experience classic cars and gaining the most out of each car are some of the best parts of asphalt, and the switch
version has a robust car unlock system that lets you unlock anything from its huge wide range of cars, play every single one, and unlock them again. asphalt 9 is all about topping

off your car by driving it at dirt roads and taking on other hot lap challenges, and one of the biggest improvements i saw coming to the switch version was the ability to use
asphalt's touchdrive system at dirt roads and practice how to take corners.
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